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Abstract: This research paper is about method of detection of free region and obstacle region by combining image segmentation and
frame subtraction method. The application will be further study to be used by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). This method intends
to minimize the weight of UAV by avoiding heavy sensors. Objective of this research is to utilize the pixel expansion of object to find
free region. K-means segmentation will be used to separate the interest area from the background. Then, segmented image frame will
be subtracted and then divided into several grids and the amount of subtracted pixel that has been set into yellow and black color of
each grid will be calculated with respect to distance given. The expansion of pixel will be detected as, the distance between image frame
coming closer, number of obstacle pixel will be higher. The application of simple LIDAR that emits single ray to frontal obstacle will
initiate the camera to capture image frame to be further analyze. Experiment was carried out in close environment with different cases
and total of 100 images has been captured that consist of texture obstacle, texture-less obstacle, and multiple obstacles. The findings
showed bearable results as the free region detection is 88.0% for texture obstacle and up to 84.0% of free region were successfully
detected for texture-less obstacle. Due to lack of cues and texture in texture-less object, the algorithm had difficulties detecting the center
of object that expands in static form.
Keywords: Image segmentation, Obstacle detection, Monocular camera, Pixel expansion, K-means, Free region detection

1. INTRODUCTION
The nature of UAVs that can be controlled remotely

and flown at different range of altitude and distances is
the key point of why it is preferable by human to execute
any high risk and time-consuming inspection task [1],
facilitates delivery [2], help save lives [3] , variety of
military applications[4], and excellent in recording videos
and capturing images [5]. To perform the mentioned tasks,
a safe path needs to be established to avoid any upcoming
obstacles that become the main factor that hinders the
movement of the UAV. Detection of obstacles is crucial as
any collision may lead to hardware damage or fatality as
the UAV will be in airborne state while operating. Detection
of obstacle can be executed by using several sensors that
can be categorized as range-based sensor [6][7] and vision-
based sensor [8][9][10]. Range-based sensor will directly
calculate and produce the exact distance of the obstacle
from the UAV, for example, ultrasonic sensor (US) [11] ,
light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [12][13] , radar [6],
Kinect [14], and sonar sensor[15]. The benefits of range-

based sensor are affordable and great in estimating the
detected obstacle’s distance, but lacking in information on
the detected obstacle’s position or bearing in the surround-
ing environment. Range – sensors are large in size, heavy
and not compatible with micro-UAV that have low weight
and price[16], or those that consume a lot of energy [17]
and sensitive to the atmosphere [18]. Besides, infrared and
sonar sensors detect object only within one meter range
[2]. Vision based sensor consists of stereo camera – based
obstacle detection [19][20][21] and monocular camera –
based obstacle detection sensor[22][23][24][25]. Camera
sensor is a passive sensor [26] that have poor object distance
detection but, contain huge amount of information that can
be further analyze in terms features of edges [27][28],
point[29] and grayscale values [30] to detect object. Robust
application of UAV is challenging especially for micro-
UAV as its capability is limited within Size, Weight, and
Power (SWaP) [29]. Therefore, implementation of vision –
based sensor such lightweight on-board camera with low
power consumption will be the solution for this challenge.
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In this paper a method of image frame subtraction and pixel
expansion is proposed to detect obstacle region and a free
region. Appearance based approach will be implemented in
this research where image will be separated into uniform
background and foreground that contain obstacle. The hy-
pothesis in this research is that when sequence of images
taken with respect to forward movement of UAV, object size
from the second image frame will be larger when compared
to the initial image frame of the same object as shown in Fig
1. This paper will propose a method to classify two different
regions from subtracted image frame that will be known as
free region and obstacle region. Only frontal obstacles will
be included in this research as the movement of UAV is
assumed to be only on forward direction.

Figure 1. Pixel of obstacle increases as UAV moves closer to the
obstacle

To further understand the concept of pixel expansion,
see Fig 2 (a), the initial image has a total of 29 red pixel
counts covered over the total of 156 pixel counts (width
×height)=(13pixels ×12pixels).However, as shown in Fig 2
(b), when the object is closer to the camera, the number
of red pixels covered increases to 48 pixel counts of 156
pixels. Therefore, with subtraction of pixel counts of second
image and first image, the remaining excess pixel is 14
pixels counts that will represent as pixel expansion.

This research will propose a new method for obstacle
detection and the main contributions are:

• Develop a method of region classification by classi-
fying obstacle region and a free obstacle region.

• Implement a new expansion-based approach that cal-
culates the increasing pixel number of subtracted
image frame.

The research questions can be referred from these
queries: first, does the amount of specific pixel color of the
object inside image frame will increase as the UAV moves
closer to the object? Secondly, will multiple objects that
have different distance from UAV have the same pattern
of pixel expansion? Finally, how might the emergence of
a poorly textured obstruction or a texture-less obstruction
in the surroundings be identified and detected by a vision-
based sensor? The remaining of the article is constructed
as follows: section 2 presents previous works related to
obstacle detection that involve range – based sensor and
monocular vision – based sensor and its disadvantages. The

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Comparison of pixel expansion between:(a). Initial Image
Frame (b). Expansion Image Frame

introduction of proposed method, framework is composed in
section 3 under methodology. The experiment of proposed
method, related hardware, discussion, and result include in
Section 4. Lastly, section 5 conclusion and future recom-
mendation of research and recommendation.

2. RELATED WORKS
Monocular cameras are suitable for compact UAV which
makes it preferable to be used as it is also computationally
inexpensive. The techniques of obstacle detection of monoc-
ular camera mostly depend on the cues of the object in
term of color [31], shape [32], corners[33], and edges [34].
This cue information is then further utilized into specific
method such as pixel growth-based method [29], depth-
based method[10], and image movement -based method
[34].

A. Pixel Growth-based method
As objects become nearer, the size of the object will be
larger compared to previous situations, same as human
perception. This method will utilize the object expansion
rate between consecutive images. In [35], applied the SURF
algorithm’s properties to find the initial locations of obsta-
cles of various sizes. Despite having simple computations,
this approach might fail because of slow reaction time to
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obstacles. Another research in [9] employed edge motion
in two subsequent frames to detect incoming obstructions.
The object enlarges if its edge moves outwards (relative
to its center in subsequent frames) and is applied to fixed
and mobile robots. When the background is uniform, both
stationery and mobile robots can use this method. This
strategy only works for static items and is not suitable
for complex backgrounds. Researcher in [32] use compact
UAV as platform to test obstacle detection method by im-
plementing SURF method to detect some primary patterns
as obstacles. Hence only specific obstacles can be detected,
and the detection of obstacles is not robust. [16] compared
and extracted points from subsequent frames using SIFT
method [36]. He then created a convex hull with respect to
the matching points. The points were regarded as obstacle
points if the change in their SIFT scale values and the
convex hull area exceeded a certain threshold.

B. Depth-based method
Information taken for dept-based method are from images
captured by single camera. To obtain depth, motion stereo or
deep learning techniques can be implemented. In the former,
two cameras are mounted on the sides of the robot, and two
repeated photos are taken. Although only one camera was
used to capture these images, they may be seen as a pair of
stereo images that can extract the estimation depth of object
points. A matching point will be implemented between the
images and calculations of depth estimation will be used. In
paper [10], use four fisheye cameras and motion stereo to
produce depth maps and obstacles are denote as any object
on the ground. However, this method cannot detect moving
objects and is highly computational. Next,[31] implemented
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) with fisheye camera in
wide field of view (FOV) and depth estimation was based
on keyframe for Micro UAV. Unfortunately, depth method
cannot run as the MAV hovering and camera produce
low image quality. In terms of artificial neural networks
and deep learning, [37] applied a CNN and four single
fisheye cameras on self-driving cars to determine the depth
in every direction. However, this research requires further
data training. Method [38] offers fast obstacle detection
by producing the latest CNN framework that use image
features through fine-tuning the VGG19 network to estimate
depth and detect obstacles. Moreover, multi-hidden-layer
neural networks that can predict the distance called (DisNet)
were introduced by [39].

C. Motion-based method
In [40], a unique approach utilizes motion characteristics
to identify obstacles apart from shadows and traffic signs.
To achieve real-time obstacle recognition, they only relied
on corners and Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
features, rather than all pixels. If the failure rate of features
matching is high, such an algorithm may not succeed.
Commonly, most motion-based methods primarily use op-
tical flow as their source of data. Without a map of the
surrounding area, method [41] kept a mobile robot from
colliding with objects. However, the position of looking

downward camera may not suitable if the obstacle is higher
than camera lens. To assist persons with visual impair-
ments in navigating indoor spaces, [34] [40] employed
two consecutive frames to estimate the optical flow for
obstacle identification on smartphones. They computed the
separation between two successive frames using a context-
aware combination data approach. However, this method
detects some incorrect points in lamps, floors, and reflec-
tive surfaces. Method in [42], validate Speeded-up Robust
Features (SURF) [43] point detector as locations obstacles,
by using Support Vector Machine (SVM). In this study, the
data needed to train the SVM were extracted using a dense
optical flow technique. Then, they applied obstacle points
and measures related to the spatial weighted saliency map
to locate the obstacles. Their research method is applicable
to mobile robots with cameras mounted at low elevations.
Therefore, using it on UAVs that often fly at high altitudes
would not be practical. The summary of past researchers is
shown in Table I.

3. METHODOLOGY
In this section, the method for free region and obstacle
region classification will be shown and further explained.
The proposed method will be divided into three sections:
Attain and construct image data, Image processing, and
Pixel expansion and region detection. With the help of sim-

Figure 3. Framework of proposed method

ple LIDAR, the monocular camera sensor will be activated
to capture and collect input image data after the emitted
single ray of LIDAR hits frontal obstacle. This process will
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS WORKS

Method Disadvantages
Pixel Growth-based method

SURF algorithm[31] Slow reaction time to obstacle makes the calculation fail
Edge detection [9] Not suitable for complex background
SURF method [32] Cannot detect obstacles with different pattern.
Key points scale ratio and convex hull area ratio [16] Robot have limited maneuverability in complex situation

Depth-based method
4 fisheye camera and depth motion [10] Highly computational
Fisheye camera and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)[34] Low image quality (not accurate)
Image Features via fine-tuning the VGG19 network [36] Appropriate data training needed
Hidden-Layer Neural Network (DisNet) [37] Need adequate initial training

Motion-based method

Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [38] High number of mismatch features.
Optical flow [39] Downward looking camera (limited obstacle detection)
Optical flow and point track [40] Incorrect detection of

some points on lamps,
floors, and reflective surfaces

Optical Flow data for Support Vector Machine (SVM) [41] Not suitable for UAV

be done twice at the initial distance of 200cm and 170cm
from the camera sensor to the obstacle. The input image
data will be further gone through image processing section
where K – means clustering occurs to simplify the input
data of random pixels colors into only 3 types of pixel
colors of both images.Then, the images frame at 170cm will
be subtracted with the image frame of 200cm and further
color simplification of only 2 types of pixels will be done
to detect between pixel expansion and static pixel. Later,
to facilitate the method, the subtracted image frame will
be segmentized by grided into 12 region area that will be
define as true obstacle region and indecisive region. Then,
the least amount of pixel expansion which can be concluded
as the free region area will be selected among the region
area. The framework is shown in Fig 3.

4. ATTAIN AND CONSTRUCT IMAGE DATA
The usage of LIDAR in this research is to trigger the

camera to capture image frame. The distance is to be set
200cm from the UAV If any obstacle detected within the
range, the camera would start capture the first image frame.
To obtain a set of pixel expansion data for the purpose
of proving this research method, the camera will capture
the image every 10cm forward movement by the UAV that
will be supervised by LIDAR. The set of image frames
taken with respect of forward distance is 200cm, 190cm,
180cm, 170cm, 160cm and 150cm to produce a trend of
pixel expansion with respect of decreasing distance towards
the obstacle. On other hand, for the purpose of finding free
region and obstacle region, experiment will be conducted
by the image captured with respect of distance of only
image frame at 200cm Initial Image Frame (IIF) and 170cm
Expansion Image Frame (EIF) that will be further process

into the algorithm as shown in Fig 4 that will be further
explain in section 4.

Figure 4. LIDAR detection

5. IMAGE PROCESSING
A. K - means Segmentation

Application of image segmentation will be complex
when the image is classified as over-segmented, and all
the data are randomly mixed up without any grouping and
not optimized therefore difficult to analyze the data. In
image processing, segmentation of the image can be the
solution for this problem and there are several methods
for segmentation technique such as edge method [44],
threshold method [45], cluster method [46],[47] and neural
network-based method[48]. Clustering based method is
the most powerful for image segmentation and there were
branches of clustering method such as K–means clustering
[49][50][51][52][53], Fuzzy C–means clustering [54],
[55], mountain clustering [56] and subtractive clustering
method[53]. Generally, clustering is a grouping approach
that uses a similarity metric to place comparable things in
the same group and dissimilar ones in distinct groupings.
K–means clustering is an unsupervised machine learning
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approach that divides N observations into K clusters, with
each observation assigned to the cluster with the closest
mean. A cluster is a collection of data items that have been
aggregated together due to commonalities. Clusters in this
case are various pixel colors used for image segmentation.
The usage of K-means segmentation is selected because it
is easier to use and performs computations more quickly
compared to hierarchical clustering and it may also be
used with a lot of different variables[53] . The input image
as shown in Fig 5 (a) will be classified into 3 colors that
choose K = 3 which are red, green, and blue to simplify
the complex mixed pixel data as shown in Fig 5 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Input image data, (b) Image data after applying K –
means clustering

The K-means algorithm comprises two distinct stages.
The K centroid is calculated in the first phase, and then in
the second phase, each point is taken to the cluster with the
centroid that is closest to it. The steps of applying K-means
segmentation are as below:

1) Randomly, initialize K centroids.
2) Based on its color value, assign each pixel in the

picture to the nearest centroid. The Euclidean dis-
tance formula may be used for this step are as below:

d (x, y) =
√∑n

i=1 (xi − yi)2

where,
x, y = two points in Euclidean n-space
xi − yi = Euclidean vectors, beginning at the space’s
origin(initial point)
n = n-space The color values of two pixels are
defined as x and y and their corresponding RGB
values are x1, x2, x3, and y1, y2, y3.

3) Calculate each cluster’s new centroid.
ck =

1
k
∑

y∈ck

∑
x∈ck

p (x, y)

4) Steps 2 and 3 should be repeated until the centroids
no longer change or the maximum number of
iterations is achieved.

5) Once the centroids have converged assign each pixel
in the picture to its nearest centroid and color it with
the color of the centroid. This will result in a picture
with K distinct areas, each represented by a different
color.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Image subtraction process, (b) Result of subtracted
images

Despite all its benefits, the (Random Initialization
Trap)—a failure caused by the random selection of centroids
can cause K-Means to occasionally fail. K-Means initializa-
tion is used to counter the problem by which, first centroid
is chosen at random, and the likelihood of the following
point is determined by the distance of the previous one; the
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more apart the points are, the higher the possibility that it
will be chosen. The probability of each point depends on
its distance from the centroid that is closest to it once we
have two centroids

B. Image Subtraction
After applying K-means clustering, the image will be

further processed into subtraction of pixel as shown in Fig
6 (a). Generally, the pixel subtraction operation takes two
pictures as input and outputs a third image with pixel values
that are the first images minus the second image’s corre-
sponding pixel values such in Fig 6 (b). Some application
of image subtraction is to locate differences between two
photos or to level out uneven areas of an image, such when
half of it has a shadow on it by taking a single picture as
input and just take out a certain amount from each pixel.
Instead of the obvious signed output, some implementations
of the operation only give the absolute difference between
the values of the pixels. The aim of image subtraction in
this research is to calculate the expansion of pixel by seeing
the increasing in object compared from first frame distance
with second frame distance. From Fig 6 (b), the subtracted
image contains excess colors of (R, G, B) result from pixel
expansion and black region is where no expansion of pixel
occurs. From the subtracted image, we can understand that
any forward movement that makes the second frame object
larger, when being subtracted by first frame, there will
be a boundary of which the excess pixel result from the
forward movement. The red, blue, and green components
are simply subtracted one from the other to create the output
value since in this research we have limit the K value to 3
for RGB.It is simple to accomplish the subtraction of two
images in a single pass. Let’s define IF as image frame
and (x,y) as the pixel’s coordinate The values of the output
pixels come from:

IFsubtract(x, y) = IFE I F(x, y) − IFI I F(x, y)

As an alternative, if the operator calculates the absolute
differences between the two input photos, then:

IFsubtract = |IFE I F(x, y) − IFI I F(x, y)|

where,
IF = Image Frame
x = horizontal coordinate of pixel
y = vertical coordinate of pixel

In Figure 6. (a), the red, green, and blue colors are all
mixed therefore difficult to extract the data from the image
frame. Hence, by define P as pixel value,

IFsubtract


(255, 0, 0)R
(0, 255, 0)G
(0, 0, 255)B

then,

IFsubtract

{
((255, 255, 0)PY
(0, 0, 0)PB

where,
Py = Pixel expansion - yellow
Pb = No Pixel expansion(static) - black

Therefore, only yellow colors will be defined as the
excess obstacle Pyellow while Pblack the black is the static
region as shown in Fig 7 (a).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. (a) Image subtraction process, (b) Result of subtracted
images, (c) Subtracted image Grid

C. Define Grid
The subtracted image frame will be divided into 12

areas. The dimensions of our image frame are (768x1024)
height and width. The objective of implementing grid is to
simplify the filtering of obstacle region and the free region
which is inside the corresponding 12 areas of boxes as
shown in Fig 7 (b) and (c). Next, the grid will be defined
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between true obstacle area 6, 7, 10 and 11 (Red region) and
indecisive area 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12. For flying UAV, it is
better to fly away from the ground to avoid any direct hit
with ground objects therefore we filter again the indecisive
area to prioritize the upper area region first to detect the free
obstacle region area 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 (Blue region). If
there is no exact free region, the program will calculate the
last two lower regions which is area 9 and 12. The reason
why there is red region or true obstacle region is that region
inside the boundary of LIDAR detection is confirmed that
there will be an object inside the boxes when LIDAR emits
its rays inside the red region.

6. PIXEL EXPANSION AND REGION DETECTION
When the camera moves forward, the object inside the

image will become larger thus, the pixel also will increase.
Therefore, the proposed pixel expansion queue will take
place. Calculation of the pixel expansion is straight forward
from the pixel amount of the individual colors. From Fig
7, the calculation of pixel expansion is based on black
and yellow colors with respect to the total height times
width of the frame. By using python programming, we
can calculate the amount of pixel expansion which in this
case we will define yellow as the object expansion and
black is where there is zero expansion and background. The
calculation of the total yellow pixel will take place of each
indecisive region and the lowest amount of yellow pixel will
be selected and confirmed as the free region with respect
of the total pixel in the region.∑

IF subtract =
∑

PY +
∑

PB

Then, define R as grided area region and n as the grid
number,

RArea n+1 =
∑

PY

Free region=RArea n(with least PY amount)

amsmath

From combination of Py and Pb that produced sub-
tracted image IFsubtract, the program will calculate the least
amount of pixel Py from the Rarea n+1. Then, the free
region area will be selected from the least amount of yellow
pixel number with respect to the grided region area. To
answer the query in section 1 (does the amount of specific
pixel colors of the object inside image frame will increase
as the UAV move closer to the object?), and (, will multiple
object that have different distance from UAV will have the
same pattern of pixel expansion?), consider the graph shown
in Fig 8 (b) to examine the behavior of the pixel expansion
cue. The image taken from Fig 8 (a) to form a graph in Fig
8 (b) and the data of yellow pixel (object expansion) are
shown in Table II shows that pixel expansion and distance
have an inversely proportionate connection and the nearer
the UAV to the object, the greater the pixel expansion will
be[7][34].

From the graph shown in Fig 8 (a), the main obstacle

is the object inside the true obstacle area 6, 7, 10 and 11
as shown in Fig 7 (b). Side obstacles are located inside
the indecisive area 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8. It is clearly shown that
the expansion rate compared to the main obstacle is faster
and larger compared to the side obstacle. From Table II, the
data shows object pixel expands simultaneously but the side
obstacle has lower number of pixel expansion compared
to the main obstacle. This is because of the difference in
distance between the object and the camera sensor. Thus,
the question in section 1 (will multiple object that have
different distance from UAV will have the same pattern of
pixel expansion?) has been answered.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Main obstacle at centre and side obstacle at the left of
main obstacle, (b) Graph of Comparison of Pixel Expansion

TABLE II. Data of Pixel Expansion for Main and Side Obstacles

Distance (cm) Pixel Main Pixel Side

200 10078 911
190 63676 3246
180 83441 3553
170 104330 9468
160 122416 12280
150 150404 28984

7. EXPERIMENT RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The hardware involved is range sensor, TF Mini – Micro

LIDAR Module, Fig 9 (a) with 8-meter range capability
of object detection. This sensor was selected because it
is weightless and affordable. The usage of LIDAR in this
research is to trigger the camera sensor to capture the
image after obstacle is detected at certain range. As the
free region classification is limited to frontal area of the
UAV, we only use single ray LIDAR that emits single ray
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directed to one point forward. Raspberry Pi 4 Model B
8GB Quad core Cortex-A72 (ARM v8) 64-bit, Fig 9 (b)
is the microcomputer used for programming execution and
communication between LIDAR sensor also camera sensor.
Finally, Raspberry Pi Camera Rev 1.3 Fig 9 (c) was selected
to capture the frontal image and acquire data for image
processing.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. (a) Raspberry Pi 4, (b) LIDAR, (c) Pi Camera

Several obstacle detection and avoidance tests have been
conducted with different object textures used to assess
the effectiveness and capabilities of the proposed system.
The proposed experiment and method were executed in
an indoor environment. The experiment area is 10 meters
length and 8 meters width. The experiment setup will be
categorized into detecting texture obstacles and texture-less
obstacles. Cases 1 to 5 below will be the arrangement of
the obstacles for free region detection. The case will be
separated into texture obstacle and texture-less obstacle.

• Case 1: Only a single obstacle detected in front of
the UAV.

• Case 2: Main obstacle and side left obstacle with
same distance.

• Case 3: Main obstacle and side left obstacle with 100
cm distance behind the main obstacle.

• Case 4: Main obstacle and side right obstacle with
100 cm distance behind the main obstacle.

• Case 5: Main obstacle and right obstacle with same
distance.

The experiment is performed in 5 different cases (mul-
tiple obstacle or single obstacle) with fix distance of Initial
Image Frame (IIF = 200cm) and Expansion Image Frame
(EIF = 170cm) and the percentage of success rate were
calculated over the success of free region detection of 5
cases that has been repeated for 5 times each in order to
verify the robustness of proposed method. The experimental
setup and condition are shown in Fig 10. Texture object is
anybody of the object that has discontinuity or sharp change
of the pixel such as corners in the object’s body texture.
Texture – less is any object that has plain body and doesn’t
have any sharp changes or discontinuity in pixel inside the
body such as wall or plain boxes.

Figure 10. . Different cases of obstacle placement to test the
robustness of proposed

From Table III and IV, the initial distance of 200cm from
the object has been selected as the avoidance of the obstacle
will not be done too early before the obstacle. Expansion
image frame EIF or second image frame captured selected
is 170cm so that the pixel expansion is not too small to
detect the expansion difference between foreground object
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TABLE III. Region Detection For Texture Obstacles

Case Texture Obstacle Free Region Detection Success Rate

Main Side
Case 1 Yes No 5/5 100%
Case 2 Yes L 2/5 40%
Case 3 Yes L 100cm 5/5 100%
Case 4 Yes R 100cm 5/5 100%
Case 5 Yes R 5/5 100%

Computational time 227.84ms Overall Success Rate 88.0%

TABLE IV. Region Detection For Texture - less Obstacles

Case Texture Obstacle Free Region Detection Success Rate

Main Side
Case 1 Yes No 5/5 100%
Case 2 Yes L 2/5 40%
Case 3 Yes L 100cm 5/5 100%
Case 4 Yes R 100cm 4/5 80%
Case 5 Yes R 5/5 100%

Computational time 216.4ms Overall Success Rate 84.0%

and background object[8]. Choosing a small gap of distance
(example IIF = 200cm, EIF = 190cm) between the initial
image frame and expansion image frame will increase the
computational time as the program needs to execute the
code in a short period of time.

In Table III, the overall success rate for obstacles with
texture is 88.0%. Run in the table means the attempt of
coding been executed. Only object in case 2 not fully
detected by the proposed method as shown in Fig 12 and 13.
For case 2, only 2 out of 5 images can detect the free region
in the first image set and the last set of images that consist of
free region in region 4 and region 1 of the grid image frame.
Only 1 set of images can be detected by the method for free
region in area region of region 4. The failure of the method
to detect free region due to the expansion image is shifted
to the right or left therefore the expansion of the object is
not uniform thus the calculation of pixel expansion is less
accurate. However, only partial obstacles are included inside
the free region area as shown in red circle in Fig 12 and Fig
13. Thus, there are still some parts in the selected region that
are not covered by the obstacle that can be tackled in future
research. In Table IV free region detection for texture-less
object, proposed method failed to detect free region of some
set of images in case 2 with only 20% of success rate and
case 3, 20% success rate and case 4 with 80% of success
rate as shown in Fig 14 and Fig 15.

See Fig 14, 15 and 16, where part of the obstacle
is included inside the free region frame as the method
detects that region with less total pixel expansion due to.
Comparing the overall success rate of free region detec-
tion, obstacles with texture produce higher success rate
(88.0%) compared to the texture-less obstacle (84.0%).

The difference between success percentage due to texture-
less obstacle did not have any cues inside the body of
the obstacle thus the expansion inside the boundary of
obstacle’s body to be said as zero or expand in static form.
Generally, the limitation and weakness of proposed method
to detect free region area are as below:

1) The distance between the initial image frame and
expansion image frame is small thus difference in
pixel expansion between foreground object and back-
ground object cannot be differentiate.

2) Expansion image frame capture has been shifted to
the left or right direction due to error taking second
image frame (sensitive to movement).

3) Only a small part of boundary of the obstacle in-
cluded inside free region area as there is no cue of
expansion inside the end of the boundary of obstacle.

To overcome the above limitations, the distance between
the initial image frame and expansion image frame must
be increased. Next, the movement of forward direction
of camera must uniform. Lastly, application of distance
transform can be applied to avoid zero-pixel expansion
inside the end of the boundary of obstacle. From Table III
and Table IV, compared to previous works [57] used SIFT
and Multi-scale Oriented-Patches have computational time
of (577ms), the proposed method only need (216.64ms) for
texture-less and (227.84ms) for texture obstacles to detect
free region. [8] use SURF size expansion characteristic and
ratio of size changes that detect texture-less obstacle 90cm
behind main obstacle with success rate of 20% compared
to proposed method that able to detect side obstacle with
distance of 100cm with success rate of 84%.
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Figure 11. Sample of random image taken from experiment. a) Input
image b ) Subtracted image c ) Applying grid , d) Results of free
region

Figure 12. Obstacle in Case 2 that fail to detect free region.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE IMPROVEMENT
The application of image subtraction and pixel expan-

sion for region detection of monocular cameras has been
proposed. To ensure the method works appropriately, we
combine the simple LIDAR to set range of UAV from the
obstacle which is 200cm in this research for the lightweight
monocular to activate and capture the initial image frame
IIF. This method successfully detected free regions that
contain the minimum pixel expansion among 12 regions.
This method is direct and simple and able to provide satis-
fying region classification. This research also uses multiple
obstacles to prove the expansion rate by comparing both
obstacle and the selection of free region is based on the least
amount of pixel expansion among indecisive area 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 8, 9, 12. This research has shown and answer the query

Figure 13. Obstacle in Case 3 that fail to detect free region.

Figure 14. Texture less obstacle fail detect free region in Case 2.

in the first section that the amount of specific pixel color
of the object inside image frame will increase as the UAV
move closer to the object Secondly, multiple object that
have different distance from UAV will have same pattern
of expansion but the side obstacle that further from main
obstacle and camera sensor will produce slower expansion
rate, as shown in Fig 7(b). Third, emergence of poorly
textured obstruction result in difficulties of the texture-less
obstruction to be detect and analyze by the proposed method
as the expansion of pixel near to static at the center of
the obstacle Finally, range-based sensor can be integrated
with vision-based sensor to strengthen the obstacle detection
process and cover each other weakness by initiate the
camera sensor to capture image data. However, there are
some poor sides of this method that can be further study to
make some improvement listed as below:

• The camera must move straight forward direction
without any disturbance from any direction.

• There is an empty area inside the object (black region)
after being subtracted that has no expansion even if
it is object.

This method will be further applied to micro-UAV for
region detection and obstacle avoidance to generate safe
path of the micro-UAV. In future work, we will improve
the weakness of the proposed method and increase the rate
of success or precision of free region detection by perform
further experimentation with various scenarios in compli-
cated environments. Apart from obstacle detection, image
processing methods are also being implemented in other
sectors[58][59][60]. The proposed method can be beneficial
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Figure 15. Texture less obstacle fail detect free region in Case 3.

Figure 16. Texture less obstacle fail detect free region in Case 4

for the development of autonomous vehicles, surveillance
systems, robotics, industrial automation, and healthcare. In
further research semantic segmentation method would be
implement into the proposed obstacle detection algorithm
to increase the frontal and multiple object detection’s reli-
ability of micro-UAV.
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